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Many people are asking themselves how the ‘market’ 

completely misread the BREXIT referendum situation, 

especially as the polls were warning of the real risk that 

British voters would ultimately vote in favour of leaving 

the EU. 

One explanation is that the ‘smart money’ simply thought 

that ‘logic’ would triumph in the end, and that British 

voters would recognise how profound the consequences 

of a BREXIT would be. Another explanation however is 

that the ‘smart money’ saw the world only from its own 

perspective and failed to concede (as a friend put it) how 

few people outside of the ‘City’ intended to vote to 

remain. 

While this begs the question ‘so just how smart is the 

smart money anyway’, it more importantly points to a 

very divided society, with younger (see graph opposite), 

wealthier, urbanites voting to remain, whereas older, less 

affluent, rural voters opting to leave the EU. 

So, while many people are asking how and why this 

happened (and how it may be reversed), the reality is that 

the British people have spoken and we must now all 

simply deal with it. 

While our view is that the decision to leave the EU will (on 

the medium term at least) hurt the UK economy (and 

most of its citizens) and impact some assets, our 

conclusion is that we simply need to adapt our thinking.  

WHAT WE KNOW NOW AND WHAT WE EXPECT? 

Uncertainty will prevail for a few months at least, at least 

until the UK officially advises the EU that it is exiting the 

EU and we get some clarity on the ‘deal’ the UK will get. 

While many Britons are hoping that the UK will negotiate 

very favourable terms (e.g. free access to markets) with 

the EU, we frankly think this unlikely, given: 

1. The leave vote was based on critical issues such as 

immigration and the onerous legislative burdens 

imposed by the EU, and these will be difficult to 

navigate around. 

 

 

2. Early indications that the EU (Ms. Merkel) plans to 

take a hard line with the UK. Our simple view is that 

Germany and France really have no choice but to 

take a hard stance or risk an ‘exodus’ from the EU, 

and 

3. How nations like Germany and France may actually 

stand to benefit (long term) from the exit of the UK, 

as seen in Frankfurt and Paris already promoting 

themselves as the new financial hub of Europe. 

 

Source:  www. uk.businessinsider.com  
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The Pound took an initial beating, slipping from just under 

1,50 (it rallied in the week before the referendum) to the 

US Dollar to just under 1.30, but found support around 1.30 

and has recently recovered to almost 1.33. The slide against 

the Dollar is greater than most others, given the flight to 

safety (into Dollars and US treasuries). 

We were quite surprised (and frankly delighted) that the 

Bank of England failed to cut interest rates on the 14th July. 

It would appear as though the BoE is taking a very 

pragmatic view that cutting rates by 0.25% or even 0.5% 

(taking rates to zero) will actually have limited impact on 

the economy and has opted to see what develops ahead of 

the August meeting (e.g. what the finance minister will do). 

 EARLY INDICATIONS 

There are early signs that the UK economy is already being 

adversely impacted, with consumer spending (for example) 

already under pressure, just weeks after the referendum, 

as seen in a recent survey by Retail economics that found 

that more than a third of people were planning to cut back 

on large purchases. 

UK property (especially in London) also reacted almost 

immediately, with massive pressure on listed property 

assets (e.g. Capital and Counties and Intu) and many UK 

property funds freezing assets (i.e. not allowing 

withdrawals) or heavily discounting values in the event of 

withdrawals. 

THE IMPACT ON MARKETS 

World markets (equities) were heavily sold off on the news 

of the BREXIT, but quickly recovered as central banks 

around the world pledged to accommodate as required 

(additional liquidity and interest rate action if required). 

The FTSE 100 for example is now up roughly 5% from the 

closing level on the 23rd of June.  

Bond yields fell sharply (almost all issuers) as markets saw 

bonds as a safe harbour in the storm.  

See our market review for a more detailed analysis. 
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THE ECONOMIC IMPICATIONS 

We believe that a BREXIT will have a significant (but not 

catastrophic) effect on the UK economy. 

We also believe that it will have a ripple effect on growth 

and trade in the rest of the world. We anticipate that the 

knock on impact will be felt most in the Eurozone, given the 

extensive trade between the UK and the rest of the EU 

(Germany is the UK’s biggest trading partner). 

While time will tell whether the GDP impact will be quite as 

damaging as predicted by the LSE or HM Treasury, we 

believe it is a foregone conclusion that the UK will slip into 

a recession soon. We also believe that this will hurt (on 

short term) growth in the EU zone, with the likes of 

Germany likely to see lower exports to the UK.  

We believe that the weaker Pound will drive UK inflation 

higher at a time when companies will be unable to raise 

salaries given economic uncertainties. This will probably 

result in a fairly big impact on consumer spending (and GDP 

growth). 

THE POLITICAL IMPLICATIONS 

BREXIT is politically important for four reasons, namely: 

1. It reflects growing frustration among voters with 

immigration and the ‘global village’. This is true in other 

areas too (e.g. the US, Germany). 

2. Political instability in the UK is real, given clear divisions 

in the Labour party and Conservative party. 

3. It threatens to break up the UK, as Scotland and Ireland 

may choose to remain in the EU and not the UK, and 

4. It adds to the already significant tensions within the EU, 

about what the EU stands for and why it should stay. 

Courageous and thoughtful leadership is required to ensure 

that the UK handles the exit with great care. 

Theresa May will quickly need to ‘heal’ the Tories and 

muster the support of the average citizen and the elite to 

ensure a mandate to get the UK back to business quickly. 

 

 

 

2016 Trade % UK 
imports 

% UK 
Exports 

GERMANY 16% 13% 

UNITED STATES 10% 18% 

CHINA 9% 5% 

NETHERLANDS 9% 7% 

FRANCE 6% 8% 

BELGIUM 6% 4% 

 

Source: BBC.com 
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THE IMPACT ON OUR PORTFOLIOS 

We were delighted to see how well our model portfolio 

holdings held up in the days and weeks after the BREXIT 

result, with most of our UK domiciled shares (discussed 

below) bucking the trend from the day of the 

announcement and actually moving higher. We attribute 

this to the fact that these companies earn proportionally 

little of their income (typically 25%) in the UK and Europe.  

GSK (GLAXO SMITHKLINE) 

GSK completely outperformed the FTSE 100 from the 24th 

June (+ 25% from 1 June vs. FTSE 100 gain of 7.4%), moving 

from a level of roughly 14.20 to 16.30 over the period. The 

gain in fact more than offset the weaker Pound, effectively 

leaving investors in a better net position than before the 

BREXIT result. We ascribe this to the excellent geographic 

diversity of earnings and the defensive nature of the 

company. 

DIAGEO 

Diageo delivered a very similar performance to GSK 

(+24.7% from 1 June). Diageo also immediately 

outperformed the FTSE, driven by global earnings split, the 

big Pound cost base and a defensive business model. 

ROYAL DUTCH SHELL (B SHARES) 

Royal Dutch Shell also delivered a very good performance 

(+27% from 1 June) versus the FTSE 100 gain of 7.4%. This 

performance is especially pleasing given the fact that Brent 

Oil lost almost over 6% over the period. 

HSBC 

We are delighted by the performance of HSBC over the 

past few weeks. HSBC not only gained 7% (from the 1st  

June) and almost 5% from the news of the BREXIT result, 

but it has significantly outperformed its UK peers (see 

graph opposite), many of whom have lost 25% or more. 

We attribute this massive outperformance to the simple 

fact that  HSBC has relatively very limited UK and European 

exposure. 
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KÖRNER PERSPECTIVE 
MARKET REVIEW  
ASSET CLASSES 

A WEAK START TO THE YEAR 

The first half of 2016 was one of the most volatile of the 

past few years, driven by a host of factors, including the 

recent BREXIT vote, concerns over the impact of 

normalising monetary policy and concerns about the 

health of the banking sector in countries such as Italy and 

China. 

EQUITY MARKETS 

The table opposite clearly illustrates how most equity 

markets (the US and JSE were the exceptions) seem to be 

losing momentum, with markets (on a simple average 

basis) down almost 11% on a one year view.  It is also 

interesting to note how differently the various markets 

performed over different periods, with China up over 40% 

on a 2 year view, but that it is only up 4.3% over 5 years, 

whereas the German Dax (for example) is down on a 2 year 

view, but up 40% on a five year view. 

The standout performances (to June) came from the US 

(S&P 500) and South Africa (driven mainly by a few Rand 

hedge counters). The other key equity indices seem to 

have stalled over the past couple of years, with negative 

performances on a 3 month, 6 month, 1 year and 2 year 

from most other key markets. 

 What is possibly even more troubling is how many of these 

markets actually recovered in the past few days of June.  

LOCAL EQUITY PERFORMANCE 

While the JSE All Share index posted a modest (0.8%) 

capital gain over the year to 30 June 2016 this is quite 

misleading as the performance was boosted by strong 

performances of a handful of shares. 

Illustrated opposite is an analysis of the return distribution 

of the JSE All Share index.  The analysis leads us to the 

following observations: 

1. Considerably more shares (62%) posted capital 
losses over the period, opposed to 38% that 
showed positive capital returns over the period. 

2. The return distribution is clearly not ‘normal’, with 

significant numbers posting gains of 30% or more 

or negative returns of 30% or more. This is 

relevant as a great deal of finance theory is based 

on the concept of normal distributions, and 

3. It reminds us how ineffective indices can be in 

illustrating the broad performance of a market 

(i.e. the outperformance of a handful of 

heavyweights can offset a generally weak market).  

 

 

 3 Mth 6 
Mth 

1 
year 

2 
year 

5 year 

S&P 500 1.3 2.7 1.0 6.4 66.9 

FTSE 100 5.8 4.2 -1.6 -4.4 10.2 

DAX 30 -1.2 -9.9 -13.4 -2.3 40.0 

CAC 40 -2.0 -8.6 -13.2 -5.0 11.4 

Stoxx 50 2.4 -9.3 -15.5 -7.6 8.8 

Nikkei 
225 

-3.6 -18.2 -23.4 1.6 52.3 

ASX 200 4.7 -1.2 -5.1 -2.7 10.3 

Shanghai 
A shares 

-2.6 -17.2 -27.8 42.8 4.3 

JSE -0.62 3.0 0.8 1.4 62.6 

Simple 
average 

0.5 -6.1 -10.9 3.4 29.6 

Ave Annual growth 1.7 5.3 
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SA PROPERTY 

The SA Listed Property index managed to post a 5% capital 

gain for the year to 30 June 2016. This index performance is 

however not a true reflection of the performance of the 

local listed property sector, as the performance was driven 

mainly by locally listed property companies with offshore 

holdings, such as Tradehold, Rockcastle, Mas, NEPI and 

Stenprop (see table opposite showing some performances).  

The more SA oriented property plays (e.g. Emira, Pivotal, 

Vukile and Arrowhead) were typically weak in the year, as 

would be expected in a rising yield environment. Stand out 

performances from locally oriented stocks included 

Redefine, Hyprop and Growthpoint (which has some 

offshore holdings). 

We remain cautious of the locally focussed listed property 

stocks and sense that returns will be harder to come by in 

the more internationally focussed property counters, given 

the impact of BREXIT and the rand. 

BONDS 

Bond yields fell after the Nene gate sell-off of late 2015, 

with bond yields moving from 9.7% to 8.7% (on the 10 year 

benchmark bond). We find the lower yields surprising 

especially as inflation expectations seem to be trending 

higher (per SARB guidance). 

Following on from concerns on global growth scenarios, we 

feel there will be some reluctance from the reserve bank to 

hike rates (in the short term), but feel that interest rate 

normalization will return in the medium term. 

CASH AND NEAR CASH 

Money market rates (taking 3 month JIBAR as a proxy) have 

risen progressively and significantly over the past couple of 

years, from a low of just over 5% in late 2013 to a current 

level of slightly below 7.5%. This increase in interest rates is 

greater than the average increase in inflation (inflation in 

late 2013 of 5.5% was very close to the current level of 

slightly over 6%). 

We see the greater increase in money market rates over 

the increase in inflation as increasing the relative appeal of 

cash. 

 

 

 
Company 1 yr Gain % 

Tradehold 44.85 

Fortress B 41.16 

Resilient 39.72 

Rockcastle 28.82 

Mas Real estate 28.72 

NEPI 19.55 

Redfine 10.76 

Hyprop 8.2 

Growthpoint -1.68 

Vukile -5.24 

Investec Prp fund -6.88 

Arrowhead -13.04 

Octodec -13.38 

Pivotal -14.29 

Rebosis -15.25 

Emira -20.31 
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KORNER PERSPECTIVE 
LOCAL MARKET REVIEW 
INDICES AND MODEL PORTFOLIO 

INDICES OVERVIEW 

The JSE All Share was up 0.8%  on a one year view, but the 

underlying indices’performances refelected a very mixed 

bag of results. The first 6 months (Jun 15 to Dec 15) 

carried on the strong theme of market volatility as we saw 

fairly big moves from individual shares on daily trade. 

There was a notably better performance in the last six 

months, with all the major indices putting a better 

performance in the 2nd six months than the first. 

 

Resources were under pressure (as the global economic 

conditions forced commodity prices to multi-year lows) in 

the first six months, but saw a strong recovery in 2016 as 

commodity prices found a floor pushing the resources 

index up over 19%. The resources sell off (in our view) was 

overdone, and offered a fair opportunity to add some 

counters where we see value. We would still caution that 

risks to the downside remain, and as such still prefer 

diversified miners over single commodity plays. 

 

The firing of Minister Nene placed downward pressure on 

the financial index, as the fear of a possible downgrade 

would have implications on SA’s financial sector. We do 

however feel that the fears (especially on the big 4 banks) 

are over done, as local banks have very little offshore 

funding.  The financial sector was down 7% on a one year 

view, but only mildly down (1%) year to date. With the 

downward pressure on banks, we were able to add some 

Standard Banks and Barclays Africa shares to portfolios. 

 

Industrials and mid-caps had a strong 6 months, with mid-

caps up 19% and Industrials up 11% (notable 

performances from Bidvest up 56%, Aspen up 17%, 

Foschini Group up 17%, Shoprite up 16% and Tiger Brands 

up14%).  

 

Listed Property showed some momentum in the 6 months 

to June, with the index up about 7%. We still remain 

concerned about property and thus run a very low 

allocation. 

Index 3M 6M  1Y 

JSE All Share -0,1% 3,0% 0,8% 

Resources 5,9% 19,3% -22,6% 

Financials -5,5% -0,8% -6,9% 

Industrials 
4,1% 11,2% 1,9% 

Mid-Caps 1,2% 19,2% 8,1% 

Small Caps 1,1% 11,8% 0,2% 
Listed 

Property -1,3% 6,6% 5,2% 
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MODEL PORTFOLIO NOTABLE RETURNS 6 MONTH TO JUNE 16 

As mentioned resources seem to be back in favour in 2016 

(January to June 2016), as we saw some upward 

momentum with Anglos up 104% (the market seems to 

now support our view that solvency is not an issue) and 

(to a lesser extent) BHP Billiton up 4%.  

We saw some strong returns from Bidvest (up 56%), 

Standard Bank (up 13%), Steinhoff (up 8%), British 

American Tobacco (up 7%), and FirstRand (up 7%). We 

were also especially pleased with a strong performance 

from York Timber (up 15%) and Argent (up 8%), as they 

both show operational progress. 

Unfortunately some positions weighed on the portfolio’s 

performance with Grand Parade down 25% (we still are 

very comfortable holding it on the long term), Capevin 

down 7% and Discovery being down 8% (although this did 

present us with an opportunity to add some exposure to 

client portfolios, see article below). 
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As we moved into an era of technological advancement, a 
key focus has been on the drive for optimising efficiency, 
whilst still delivering the (traditional) desired results. In 
some cases it is merely a tweak of the existing to a more 
optimal performance, but in other cases it meant a fresh/ 
new technological breakthrough (a game changer if you 
will). General Electric (GE) largely embodies this quality, as 
we invest in the new hybrid engineering of the 21st 
century. 

General Electric has, in recent years, transformed from an 
old world, bulky heavy engineering business into a 
business that is more nimble, leaner and focussed on 
growth sectors.  

Management have, in the last few years, increasingly 
focussed on core assets (i.e. divesting of assets that do not 
form part of their new digital global industrial future), 
whilst simultaneously driving growth in sectors that will 
(hopefully) have superior returns and deliver a greater 
synergy between the equipment and services rendered as 
a value add. 

 

THE KEY TO SUCCESS COMES FROM THE TOP 

KP believes that when you buy a company, you are 

essentially buying the management. We feel that the GE 

management has  clearly shown that not only are they 

progressive, but disruptive thinkers, with the ability to 

convert these ideas into solid operational performance.  

Jeff Immelt (CEO and Chairman) and his team exemplify 

the drive for efficiency across a spectrum of sectors, but 

have also shown a keen propensity for (intelligent) 

acquisitive growth that will be value accretive in future, 

whilst providing synergetic benefits (the recent acquisition 

of Alstom supports this view). KP thus feels that 

management have the ability to not only add value, but 

also extract value, a characteristic that significantly 

enhances the company’s investment profile. 

 

GETTING BACK TO ITS INDUSTRIAL ROOTS 

Even though GE has always featured on our offshore 

watch list, in a post global financial meltdown world we 

have always been relatively uncomfortable with financial 

arm of the business and felt that the risks outweighed the 

potential return.  

 

GE have however in the last 18 months focussed on 

divesting of their consumer facing finance operation 

(through a spin off into Synchrony), as well as the 

disposal of GE Capital assets (starting with the real estate 

assets in 2015). 

 

A restructuring of the business, with a return to focus on 

its industrial roots boosts GE’s investment allure as: 

1. $90 billion will be returned to shareholders 

(envisioned to be concluded by FY 2018) in the 

form of special dividends, share buybacks, and 

the spin-off of Synchrony. 

2. GE will be a simpler, more industrial focused 

business, with 90% of earnings derived from 

industrial businesses by FY 2018, and  

3. There is a greater emphasis on the growth of an 

industrial internet, which creates a value add 

approach through the integration of industrial 

products and the data accumulated.  

 

Price Current 
PE 

FWD PE Current 
DY 

FWD DY 

 $     31,49  24,0 21,0 2,9% 3,0% 

Last FY 
EPS 

Dec 16 
EPS 

Dec 17 
EPS 

Dec 16 
Growth 

Dec 17 
Growth 

 $        1,31   $       1,50   $       1,74  14,5% 16,0% 

 

General Electric Restructuring           

Industrial Share of Earnings is 

set to grow to 90% in 2018. 

http://www.kornerperspective.co.za/
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WHERE DO THEY MAKE THEIR MONEY? 

 

GE operates in a number of sectors with notable 

contributions to operating profit (shown) from: 

 

 Aviation ($ 5.5 bn) – Strong order book (and backlog) 

and outlook which will boost sales in the short and 

medium term. GE’s development of the innovative 

LEAP engine (next generation narrow body) bolsters 

the outlook of the segment. Current orders on 

aviation products remain strong. 

 Power ($4.5 bn.) – GE manufactures and implements 

power generation services (i.e. gas turbines, engines 

and generators, steam turbines/generators, nuclear 

reactors and water systems). Power has shown good 

margin expansion and will extract synergies from the 

Alstom acquisition. A strong backlog will potentially 

turn into positive short and medium term revenue.) 

 Healthcare ($2.9 bn.) - Strong short term demand in 

developed markets, but some concerns as there is a 

slight downward pressure in demand for GE’s 

healthcare products in emerging markets. Equipment 

and services available includes diagnostic imaging 

systems, surgical imaging products, ultrasound, 

pharma research etc. 

 Oil and Gas ($2.4 bn) – Lower oil prices will have an 

effect on revenue as capital expenditure by oil 

producers remain subdued in the current 

environment. Digital solutions and services will offer 

some respite as the focus on efficiency and cost 

savings will seemingly dominate the marketplace. 

 Transportation System ($1.3 bn) – GE manufactures 

locomotives, diesel engines, mining equipment, 

drilling motors,  propulsion systems, motorised drive 

systems, and provides software/analytics solutions to 

optimize rail and mining operations. Developed 

markets are showing lower demand for GE’s 

transport products, but strong drive in emerging 

markets (notably in India) for locomotives, along with 

GE Digital implementation exposes global growth 

opportunities. 

 

 

INVESTMENT CASE SUMMARY 

The global drive for efficiency and a deeper integration 

between equipment and services (and digital integration) 

has created a unique investment opportunity as GE 

bridges the gap through digital innovation (GE digital). 

GE’s equipment not only rivals top market positions, but 

its development and constant research makes it a 

forerunner for efficient engineering products. 

The divesture of financial services has reduced GE’s risk 

(bolstered by the recent split from too big to fail 

institutions), and in turn will provide value unlock to the 

tune of $90 bn for shareholders. 

With a strong order book across the operating segments 

and margin expansion, we feel that GE is a good addition 

to offshore portfolios at $29.50. 
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The life insurance industry has (for the large part) been a 

fairly stagnant industry with very little change over the last 

10 or 20 years. This has opened the door for a disruptive 

approach in the industry that has already and will 

(hopefully) see significant shifts in the market. Discovery is, 

in our view, a major source and beneficiary of the 

disruption of the status quo in the life and medical 

assurance and administration industries.  

Discovery has therefore forced its way into our local model 

portfolios. 

COMPANY OVERVIEW 

Discovery Group is an integrated financial services industry 

that engages in five broad categories namely health 

insurance, life assurance, investments/savings products, 

card services and short term insurance. What sets 

Discovery apart from its peers/competitors, is its focus on 

data to shape their offering, whilst promoting a healthy 

and balanced lifestyle that will in turn have a positive 

impact (lower claims) on their products. 

Adrian Gore (CEO and founder) leads a highly 

entrepreneurial team, with a visionary outlook to 

continually disrupt the industry. Their approach is one of 

perpetual innovation, whilst retaining a scalable model 

through the Vitality offering. Korner Perspective trust in 

management’s ability for innovation, but also feel that 

Discovery has been able to turn innovation into solid 

operational performance. 

WHAT WE LIKE ABOUT DISCOVERY 

Discovery presents a fairly unique investment case for a 

variety of reasons including: 

 The management team is entrepreneurial, but are able 

to turn innovation into results.  

 Vitality makes Discovery a scalable business, especially 

in new territories (e.g. China). Vitality is gaining traction, 

given the low CAPEX JV’s with global giants. 

 The diversification of earnings (geographic and product) 

We anticipate further growth from the Asian and UK 

region that will drive medium term earnings. New 

products and markets prevent the business from dying. 

Price 
PE to June 

16 
PE to June 

17 
Current 

DY 
FWD DY 

 R  120,50  17,8 17,8 1,6% 1,9% 

June 16 
EPS 

June 17 EPS 
June 18 

EPS 
June 17 
Growth 

June 18 
Growth 

 R      6,77   R      8,10   R      9,22  20% 14% 
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WHAT WE LIKE CONTINUED. 

 Discovery are disruptors in financial services, e.g. as 

pioneers in lifestyle management (with data clearly 

demonstrating improved mortality and morbidity with a 

change in lifestyle). 

 The Discovery model is settling down and gaining 
further traction (evidence in strong new lives covered 
and product user growth). The business has gone 
through a fair amount of product refining in order to 
get the market to understand the product; however we 
still believe further refining is needed for the better 
wholesale buy in into the model. 

 A larger demand for private healthcare in developed 
markets, open up further growth opportunities to roll 
out the Discovery Model. 

 A new revenue channel has been created through 
securing the Bankmed administration, with possible 
new business leads through the system. With growth 
from new products, still off a low base, this will sustain 
EPS growth over time, and 

 Discovery has a long history of operational performance 
delivery. 
 

OUR CONCERNS  

Whilst we feel that Discovery are pioneers in marrying the 

data collection and encouragement of a healthy lifestyle 

with the active pricing of products (through discounts 

depending on rewards levels), we still feel that there is a 

scope to refine the pricing model by using the data to 

proactively price products (especially when looking at life 

insurance products). We also are weary of the “shifting of 

goal posts” to gain a particular rewards level, which could 

leave clients despondent and discourage progress. 

 

The later point becomes particularly potent as Discovery Life 

contributes about 50% of operating profit (in FY 2015), 

which could encourage current clients who struggle to 

achieve higher rewards levels (and inadvertent higher 

premiums) to actively re-brokerage their policy.  

We also feel that the complexity in the products on offer 

(and the bolted on Vitality program) could place pressure on 

new clients, as there is a strong emergence for the need for 

transparency and clarity from the retail client. 

SUMMARY 

Even though we have some concerns, we still maintain 

that the positives and business momentum (upside 

risks) far outweigh the negatives. We feel that Adrian 

Gore and his management team possess the skills to 

deliver operational results, whilst pushing the envelope 

on the disruptive technology and thinking. We expect 

normalised (medium term) earnings growth of about 

inflation plus 6-8%. 

We have taken a 3-5 year view on Discovery (to re-

evaluate the life business when more mature) and feel 

that a strong investment case is presented to add to 

balanced and growth portfolios.  

 

 

Source: Discovery Annual Report 2015 – Discovery Internal 
Findings 
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In 2008 the Estate Duty Act was amended to exclude 

retirement fund benefits from an estate. This brought 

about the opportunity for financial planners and tax 

advisers to advise clients to contribute large amounts to 

retirement funds which reduced their estate and ultimately 

minimised estate duty on death. Furthermore, it had the 

benefit of passing the wealth on to beneficiaries without an 

estate duty liability. 

The Taxation Laws Amendment Act, 2015 has amended this 

situation and in terms thereof, any contributions that were 

not income tax deductible, will be property for estate duty 

purposes and estate duty may be levied (at 20%) should 

the estate value be in excess of the R3 500 000 estate duty 

abatement. 

But how does your income tax deduction and possible 

estate duty tie up? 

Let us first explain what part of your contributions to 

retirement funds (pension, provident and retirement 

annuity funds) were income tax deductible. From 1 March 

2016 all retirement funds are treated equally and the lesser 

of 27.5% of your “remuneration”/“taxable income” or R350 

000 can be deducted from your income for tax purposes. 

Furthermore, should you have contributed over and above 

the allowable deduction in a specific year the excess can be 

rolled over to the following year. 

Due to the fact that the deduction is no longer calculated 

solely on your retirement funding income, or non-

retirement funding income, but rather on your 

remuneration or taxable income it means that you can still 

contribute to a retirement fund after retirement and utilise 

the deduction.   

As stated above, the aggregate of the contributions to 

retirement funds that were not income tax deductible, will 

therefore be included as property in your estate for estate 

duty purposes. 

To provide more clarity, we will compare the situation prior 

to the amendment with the current situation by using the 

following example:  

 

Jack contributes a lump sum of R5 million to a lump sum 

retirement fund at the age of 55. Unfortunately Jack passes 

away 3 years later. Over this period only R200 000 qualified 

as a tax deduction for income tax purposes. 

 

Situation  
Pre Amendment 

Situation Post Amendment (Now) 

R5 million will go 
to his nominated 
beneficiary/depe
ndents free of 
estate duty. 

Lump sum contribution:                    
R5 million 
 
Less: tax deductible contributions:   
(R200 000) 
 
Contributions non-deductible:          
R4.8 million 
 
As only R200 000 qualified for an 
income tax deduction, the remaining 
R4.8 million will be included as 
property for estate duty purposes 
and possibly taxed at 20%. 

 

(Continued on next page) 
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EXAMPLE CONTINUED 

Should Jack have passed away 8 years later, it will mean that 

he could have made more use of his income tax deduction 

(say a total of R1 million would have been deductible) and 

the situation would have looked as follows: 

 

Situation  
Pre Amendment 

Situation Post Amendment 
(Now) 

R5 million will go to his 
nominated beneficiary 
free of estate duty. 

Lump sum contribution:                    
R5 million 
 
Less: tax deductible 
contributions:   
 (R1 million) 
 
Contributions non-
deductible:       
 R4 million 
 
As he utilised more of his 
income tax deduction, only 
R4 million will be included 
as property for estate duty 
purposes and possibly taxed 
at 20%.  

 

It is important to note that this will be applicable to all 

deaths occurring on or after 1 January 2016 and for all non-

deductible contributions to retirement funds made on or 

after 1 March 2015. 

CONCLUSION: 

We have previously cautioned about structuring your estate 

around possible tax savings as tax legislation can easily be 

amended and your structures might do more damage than 

good if it is not set up for the right reasons. Although this 

amendment is not crippling and SARS will allow you to utilise 

the income tax deduction while you are alive, we urge you 

to ensure that your tax return is correct to take advantage of 

this. Please contact us to make an appointment if you are 

not sure. 

 

AND ON A LIGHTER NOTE  

A wealthy old man summons to his bedside his doctor, his 

priest, and his lawyer. “They say you can’t take it with you, 

but I’d like to have something with me, just in case. So I am 

giving each of you an envelope containing $100,000 in cash 

and I would be grateful if at my funeral you would put the 

envelopes in my coffin.” They each agree to carry out his 

wish. 

At the old man’s funeral, each of the three advisors slips 

something into the coffin. As the three are walking away 

together, the doctor turns to the other two and says, 

“Friends, I have a confession to make. At the hospital we are 

desperate for a CAT SCAN machine, so I took $20,000 of our 

friend’s money for a new machine and put the rest in the 

coffin as he asked.” The priest admits, “I, too, have a 

confession to make. I took $50,000 for our homeless fund 

and put the rest in the coffin as our friend requested.” 

The lawyer righteously replies, “I am astonished that you 

would treat so casually our undertaking to our friend. I want 

you to know that I placed in his coffin my personal check for 

the full $100,000.” 

BREXIT HUMOUR (IT MIGHT BE TOO SOON, BUT WE COULDN’T 

RESIST) 

Why did Britain cross the road? 

Actually, we never said we'd cross the road entirely. 

 

An Englishman, a Scotsman and an Irishman walk into a bar. 

The Englishman wanted to go so they all had to leave. 

And Finally… 
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